Focal cortical dysplasia: neuropathological subtypes, EEG, neuroimaging and surgical outcome
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Summary
Since the original description by Taylor, the term focal cortical dysplasia has been used to refer to a wide range of alterations of the cortical mantle. More recently, these conditions have been described from neuroimaging, neuropathological and genetic standpoints, generating several classifications. It is widely recognized that these classifications are unsatisfactory. We propose a simplified classification of focal cortical dysplasias based on easily recognized neuropathological characteristics. We retrospectively re-examined histological sections of cortex from 52 of 224 (23%) patients operated on for drug-resistant partial epilepsy in which cortical dysplasia was present but not associated with other brain pathologies except hippocampal sclerosis. Three subgroups were identified: (i) architectural dysplasia (31 patients) characterized by abnormal cortical lamination and ectopic neurones in white matter; (ii) cytoarchitectural dysplasia (six patients) characterized by giant neurofilament-enriched neurones in addition to altered cortical lamination; and (iii) Taylor-type cortical dysplasia (15 patients) with giant dysmorphic neurones and balloon cells (all but two patients) associated with cortical laminar disruption. The patients with architectural dysplasia had lower seizure frequency than those with cytoarchitectural and Taylor-type dysplasia, and the epileptogenic zone was mainly in the temporal lobe. In patients with Taylor-type dysplasia, the epileptogenic zone was mainly extratemporal, and interictal stereo-EEG was distinctive. MRI was unrevealing in 34% of patients, but distinctive signal alterations characterized most patients with Taylor-type dysplasia, while focal hypoplasia with MRI abnormalities was found in architectural dysplasia. Patients with Taylor-type dysplasia had the best outcome, with 75% seizure-free (Engel class Ia) after at least a year of follow-up compared with 50% of cytoarchitectural dysplasia and 43% of architectural dysplasia patients seizure-free. This three-category classification is based on easily recognized histopathological characteristics and avoids complicated terminology, while the distinctive ensemble of other characteristics defines clinically homogeneous groups.
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Introduction
The final organization of the cortical mantle is the result a series of partially overlapping prenatal developmental processes. Three major stages generally are recognized: (i) proliferation of undifferentiated cells in the neuroepithelium; (ii) migration of neuroblasts; and (iii) cell differentiation. Perturbation of any of these processes, as a result of a genetic defect or noxious environmental influence, usually results in malformations of cortical development (MCD). Such malformations are associated with neurological defects, cognitive deficits and particularly epilepsy. In fact, 8–12% of cases of
intratable epilepsy are associated with MCD (Li et al., 1995; Semah et al., 1998), while 14–26% of surgically treated cases of paediatric epilepsy have MCD (Polkey, 1996; Wyllie et al., 1998).

MCD are a heterogeneous group of focal and diffuse anatomical derangements whose pathological features depend largely on the timing of the defect in the developmental process and to a lesser extent on its cause (Barkovich et al., 1996). Modern neuroimaging techniques increasingly are able to pick out MCD in vivo, revealing that they are more common than previously suspected and that they present a wide spectrum of forms (Raymond et al., 1995; Shorvon, 1997; Yagishita et al., 1997; Barkovich et al., 2001). However, even high resolution MRI fails to detect many malformations, and ~20–50% are recognized only by careful neuropathological study following surgery, usually for intractable epilepsy (Kuzniecky et al., 1993; Li et al., 1995; Kuzniecky and Barkovich, 1996; Spreatico et al., 1998; Ying et al., 1998).

Taylor et al. (1971) were the first to describe distinctive focal anomalies of cortical structure, to which they gave the term focal cortical dysplasia (FCD). Subsequently, this term has been used extensively in the literature to refer to a wide range of derangements of cortical anatomy, while alterations originally observed in surgical specimens and subsequently detected by MRI may be referred to by such terms as mild cortical dysplasia and microdysgenesis as well as FCD. Numerous classifications of these complex structural abnormalities have been proposed (see for example Kuzniecky et al., 1991; Palmini et al., 1994; Barkovich et al., 1996). However, it is widely recognized that none are satisfactory. Furthermore, the aetiologies of these abnormalities are often uncertain and the mechanisms by which they generate epilepsy are also unclear (Janota and Polkey, 1992; Wolf et al., 1993; Raymond et al., 1995; Bronen et al., 1997; Cotter et al., 1999; Gomez-Anson et al., 2000).

With the aim of developing a more satisfactory classification of FCDs, we re-examined histological specimens from a series of patients operated on for intractable epilepsy. We selected cases in which other brain conditions were absent as determined from case history, laboratory data and MRI findings, as well as the neuropathological observations. From these data, we were able to exclude metabolic disorders, inherited disorders, other types of malformations, tumours, vascular lesions and post-traumatic lesions. However, we did include FCD cases with hippocampal sclerosis because the two conditions frequently are found together (Arai and Oda, 1997), suggesting a relationship between them at least in a proportion of cases. Based on neurohistological properties, we subdivided the FCD cases into three groups. We then examined the electroclinical findings, including pre-surgery stereo-EEG (SEEG) when performed, MRI data and post-surgical outcome in each subgroup in order to assess whether the neuropathologically defined subgroups corresponded to clinically homogeneous groups.

Material and methods
From May 1996 to November 2000, 224 patients were operated on for drug-resistant partial epilepsy at the ‘Claudio Munari’ Surgery Centre for Epilepsy, Milan. Surgery was performed only after the patient or parent had given informed consent, and after comprehensive pre-surgical evaluation that included: (i) history to establish type, age of onset and frequency of seizures; (ii) neurological examination; and (iii) comprehensive EEG or video-EEG (VEEG) examination with at least one ictal recording to relate ictal EEG events to the clinical aspects of the seizure. When the electroclinical data and MRI findings did not identify the epileptogenic zone with sufficient precision, invasive pre-surgical SEEG was used in order to achieve the required precision.

We reviewed the neurohistological data on all these cases and retrospectively selected 52 out of 224 (23%) for further examination. The selected cases were characterized by the presence of FCD with or without cytological alterations. Hippocampal sclerosis may also have been present. However, cases with other types of malformation, tumours, vascular lesions or post-traumatic lesions were excluded, even in the presence of focal cortical alterations. The permanent slides were reviewed independently by three neuropathologists, one of whom had not been involved in the initial diagnosis and was blind to the electroclinical data, MRI findings and surgical outcome. In the case of disagreement, the sections were discussed and an agreed diagnosis arrived at.

Histopathological review and classification
The surgical specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin and sectioned (4–10 μm). The sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides and stained with haematoxylin and eosin (HE), thionin, luxol fast blue or Bielschowsky. Immunocytochemical investigations were also performed routinely using anti-glial fibrillary acid protein (GFAP; Boehringer Mannheim, Germany) and anti-neurofilament (SMI 311, Sternberger Monoclonal; 2F11 monoclonal, DAKO, Glostrup, Denmark). The review systematically evaluated the following in all specimens.

Laminar cortical disruption
This was disorganization of the normal layering of the cortex observed on at least two different non-consecutive HE- and thionin-stained sections at different depths of the surgical specimen(s).

Undifferentiated cells
These were characterized as cells of round or oval outline with a large nucleus and thin rim of cytoplasm. They were observed as scattered or clustered elements within the cortical mantle. These cells, not present in the normal adult cortex, were identified as immature neurones (Fig. 1A).
Giant neurones
These were abnormally large cells (the same size or larger than the large neurones normally present in layer V) present in layers other than layer V (Fig. 1B) and with greater than normal neurofilament content as shown by Bielschowsky or anti-neurofilament immunostaining (Fig. 1C); otherwise their morphology was normal. Such cells were never present outside layer V in normal cortex.

Dysmorphic neurones
These were neurones with abnormal morphology, abnormal size or (when identifiable as pyramidal neurones) abnormal orientation and high neurofilament content (Fig. 1D and E). These morphological characteristics have been described previously at the light microscopic and ultrastructural levels (Spreafico et al., 1998; Garbelli et al., 1999).

Balloon cells
These were abnormal cells frequently of huge size, specifically characterized by an ill-defined cell membrane, pale eosinophilic cytoplasm and one or more eccentric nuclei (Fig. 1F). When present, these cells generally were numerous and clustered particularly at the grey–white matter junction.

Hippocampal sclerosis was diagnosed when the pyramidal cell layers in the hippocampus or dentate gyrus were disrupted, with marked reduction in number of neurones and presence of extensive gliosis (as revealed by GFAP immunocytochemistry).

MRI review
The following sequences were acquired: transverse double-echo spin-echo of the entire brain; T₂-weighted coronal turbo spin-echo (TSE); T₂-weighted coronal TSE fluid-attenuated...
inversion recovery (FLAIR); and T1-weighted coronal inversion recovery (IR). The coronal sequences were acquired at the epileptogenic zone as surmised from the electroclinical data. In most patients, three-dimensional volume fast field echo T1-weighted images were also acquired. Additional FLAIR or TSE T2-weighted images in the sagittal plane were obtained when necessary. In patients suspected of having temporal lobe epilepsy, transverse images were acquired parallel, and coronal images acquired perpendicular to the major hippocampal axis. For extratemporal lobe epilepsies, sections were acquired parallel and perpendicular to the bicommissural line. Intravenous contrast was used in some patients, but generally was not useful for diagnosis.

The MRIs were evaluated retrospectively by two neuroradiologists blinded to the histopathological classification. The following features were assessed: gyration anomalies; focal thickenings of the cortex; blurring of the grey–white matter junction; abnormal signal intensity in the cortex and subcortical white matter and focal hypoplasia. Hippocampal sclerosis was diagnosed radiologically in the presence of one or more of the following: hippocampal atrophy; increased signal on T2-weighted images; decreased signal on T1-weighted images; and loss of definition of internal structures.

**SEEG**

In 17 patients (33%), preoperative SEEG was not considered necessary. SEEG, performed in the remaining 35 (67%), was considered mandatory when ictal events recorded by VEEG and imaging data did not identify the epileptogenic zone with sufficient precision to plan the resection. In these patients, the SEEG was tailored to individual anatomic and electroclinical characteristics.

Multilead (5–18) electrodes (Dixi; Besançon, France) were placed intracerebrally under general anaesthesia some weeks after stereo-arteriography to localize blood vessels and guide electrode trajectory (Fig. 2). The procedure used was that described by Talairach and Bancaud (1966) and later refined by Munari and Bancaud (1985) and Munari et al. (1994). A few days after electrode implantation three-dimensional MRI was performed to verify electrode trajectory and location in relation to the lesion (when present) or suspected epileptogenic zone. Recordings were obtained over 5–20 days. After at least one ictal recording had been obtained, the electrodes were removed and the final surgical approach defined. The SEEG data were examined preoperatively by at least two neurologists, and three intracerebral volumes were identified: (i) the lesional zone characterized by depression of back-
ground activity or consistent presence of slow waves; (ii) an irritative zone defined by the presence of spikes and waves; and (iii) the epileptogenic zone identified as the cortical area(s) that were the primary origin of the ictal discharges (Talairach and Bancaud, 1966; Munari et al., 1994; Chassoux et al., 2000). The zones thus identified were related to lesion locations when revealed by MRI.

**Surgery**

In addition to corticectomy, the anatomic lesion (when identified) was removed. In two patients, however, partial lesionectomy was performed in order not to damage nearby critical structures. In each case, the extent of resection was planned carefully preoperatively taking account of the severity of the epilepsy and other neurological symptoms and the risk of additional post-surgical neurological deficits. In patients who underwent SEEG, the electrode tracts were identified on the brain surface. Tracts present on removed material were marked in order to facilitate correlation of neuropathology with the epileptogenic zone identified by SEEG and the anatomical lesion identified by MRI.

**Control tissue**

Four specimens (three from the frontal cortex and one from the temporal lobe) from non-epileptic patients operated on for deep low-grade, non-infiltrating tumours served as controls. The samples were processed similarly to those removed from the FCD patients. Alterations of cortical lamination or abnormal cortical neurones or other cells were never observed in these control specimens (Fig. 3A and A').

**Results**

The main characteristics of the 52 patients are shown in Table 1. MRI findings are presented in Table 2. Outcomes (at least 1 year after surgery) are available in 37 patients and are shown in Table 3. Based on the neurohistological review, the cases were grouped into the following three categories:

(i) **Architectural dysplasia (AD)**. This was abnormal cortical lamination; ectopic neurones frequently were present in the white matter in quantities greatly exceeding those found scattered in normal tissue (Hardiman et al., 1988; Meyer et al., 1992); sometimes there were single isolated immature neurones or clusters of these cells within the cortical mantle.

(ii) **Cytoarchitectural dysplasia (CD)**. This was abnormal cortical lamination always associated with the presence of (a) numerous ectopic neurones in the white matter; and (b) giant neurones in cortical layers other than V.

(iii) **Taylor-type cortical dysplasia (TFCD)**. This was abnormal cortical lamination always associated with (a) giant neurones; (b) dysmorphic neurones and (c) large ectopic neurones in the white matter; balloon cells may or not have been present.

Thirty-one patients had AD, six patients had CD and 15 patients had TFCD. We now present the electroclinical, imaging and surgical findings for each of these groups.

**Architectural dysplasia (AD)**

**Histopathological characteristics**

In the AD group (60% of the series), the most prominent histopathological feature was disorganization of the cortical layering (Fig. 3B). In general, layers I and II were clearly visible in thionin- and HE-stained sections, although sometimes layer II was thinner and discontinuous as a result of evident reduction in the number of neurones compared with control tissue. The cell concentration in layer I was greater than in controls in specimens from 14 out of 31 (45%) patients and, although most of these cells were glia (GFAP-positive), in most cases increased numbers of neurones, particularly represented by Cajal–Retzius cells, were also present (Garbelli et al., 2001). The border between layers III and IV was frequently unrecognizable and, in most cases, layer IV granular cells were either scattered or grouped into clusters. Layer IV was completely absent from the specimens of 18 out of 31 (58%) patients. In no case was a border between layer V and layer VI discerned; this zone always presented as a continuous band of medium and large size neurones, including pyramidal cells. No malformed or giant neurones were present. In eight cases (25%), cells (isolated or clustered) characterized by uniform size, large nuclei and a thin ring of cytoplasm were present throughout the cortex. These poorly differentiated cells also contained sparse neurofilaments and were identified as immature neurones (Fig. 1A). Moderate or intense gliosis (positive GFAP) of the grey matter, white matter or both was observed frequently; however, the extent and distribution of gliosis did not seem related to the extent of cortical disruption. The intensity of immunostaining for neurofilaments was reduced compared with normal tissue and patchily distributed (Fig. 3B'). In 12 cases (39%) who received temporal lobe surgery, ectopic neurones exceeding the quantities present in normal tissue (Hardiman et al., 1988; Meyer et al., 1992) were present in the underlying white matter. Excessive neurones in layer I, associated with the absence of layer IV and the presence of ectopic neurones in the white matter, were present in six (19%) patients.

**Electroclinical findings**

The 31 patients with AD consisted of 12 males (39%) and 19 females (61%). Their mean age at surgery was 27 years (range 2–41 years, SD 9) and the mean duration of epilepsy 20 years (range 2–34 years, SD 8). Mean age of epilepsy onset was 7 years (range 0–24 years, SD 8) and the mean seizure frequency (Fig. 4A) was 39 per month (range 1–600, SD 107). Five (16%) patients had an abnormal neurological examination and three (9%) presented mental retardation.
Fig. 3 Low power photomicrographs of thionin-stained sections (upper row) and neurofilament immunostained (SMI 311) sections (lower row), from normal tissue (A, A'), AD (B, B'), CD (C, C') and TFCD (D, D'). The thionin-stained sections reveal disorganization of the cortical layer in all three subtypes of dysplasia. Reduced neurofilament immunostaining is visible in AD (B') while large, intensely stained pyramidal cells are visible in CD (C'). The disruption of the cortical layers is particularly evident in TFCD (D) with intensely stained dysmorphic neurones visible in D'. All micrographs are at the same magnification (bar = 300 μm).
Febrile convulsions were present in 11 (35%), in nine (29%) of whom hippocampal sclerosis homolateral to the site of dysplasia was demonstrated histologically.

SEEG was performed in 19 (61%) patients while VEEG only (in addition to standard EEG) was performed in 12 (39%). Twenty (65%) patients (subgroup 1) received simple temporal corticectomy, and 11 (35%) (subgroup 2) received extratemporal or multilobar surgery. Subjective ictal manifestations were reported by all patients of subgroup 1, but by only eight (73%) of subgroup 2. Secondary generalized attacks were present in nine (45%) of subgroup 1 and four (36%) of subgroup 2. Status epilepticus occurred in one (5%) of subgroup 1, and one (9%) of subgroup 2, with recurrent seizures in two (10%) of subgroup 1 and seven (64%) of subgroup 2.

MRI findings
In 14 patients (43%), a cortical lesion and hippocampal sclerosis were identified on MRI and confirmed histologically. Signal alteration only was found in the cortex of five patients (16%), in two of whom hippocampal sclerosis was found histologically. In another two patients (9%), signal alterations suggested the presence of hippocampal sclerosis, but in only one of these was this observed histologically. In all cases, hippocampal sclerosis revealed by MRI was unilateral, and ipsilateral to the site of the dysplasia. MRI was unrevealing for hippocampal sclerosis, dysplasia and other brain abnormalities in 10 patients (32%), in two of whom hippocampal sclerosis was associated with architectural dysplasia on histopathology (Table 4).

In two cases, there was extensive grey–white matter blurring, and increased subcortical white matter signal intensity in T2-weighted images, which diminished in T1-weighted images (Fig. 5). In 17 (55%) patients, the MRI abnormalities allowed the general diagnosis of cortical dysplasia; of these, 13 patients presented focal hypoplasia (Fig. 5B) associated in nine with a mildly increased signal in T2-weighted FLAIR sequences in the subcortical white matter. Grey–white matter blurring associated with signal hyperintensity in T2-weighted images was found in four patients. Slight cortical thickening was observed in three patients.

Surgery and outcome
The temporal lobe was the intervention site in 20 (66%) patients and, in all these, mesial structures were resected. Frontal areas were resected in six patients. In four patients, two adjacent lobes were involved, including a temporal lobe, although in only one of these cases were mesial structures resected. In the remaining patient, the occipital lobe was operated on (Fig. 4B).

A follow-up of at least 1 year post-surgery is available for 21 patients. Following the Engel (1987) scale for surgical outcome, 13 of these (62%) are in class I, of whom nine (43%) are in class Ia (Fig. 4C). No outcome differences were observed between patients who received mesial structure resections and those who did not.

Within the AD group, there was no association between histological abnormalities (excessive cells in layer I, absence of layer IV, presence of immature neurones and excessive neurones in the white matter) and the presence of febrile convulsions, age of seizure onset, seizure frequency, presence of MRI abnormalities or surgical outcome ($\chi^2$ analysis, $P > 0.1$ in all cases).

Cytoarchitectural dysplasia (CD)
Neuropathological characteristics
In the six (11% of total) patients with CD, in addition to laminar disruption of the normal cortical layering (Fig. 3C and C'), giant neurones were found throughout the cortex, mainly in the upper half of the cortical grey matter, but not
clustered in any particular layer. These cells generally had a pyramidal shape (Fig. 1B), but were larger than layer V pyramidal neurones. Immunostaining showed that these giant neurones (well revealed with Bielschowsky silver impregnation) had abundant neurofilaments in their cytoplasm and proximal dendritic arborization (Fig. 1C). However, the cells maintained their morphology and hence were not dysmorphic. Although cortical layering seemed more disrupted than in cases classified as AD, the extent and distribution of gliosis were similar.

Electroclinical data
The three males and three females in this group underwent surgery at a mean age of 20 years (range 4–42 years, SD 16); mean age of epilepsy onset was 6 years (range 0–26 years, SD 10) and mean duration of epilepsy was 14 years (range 1–42 years, SD 16). Seizure frequency (Fig. 4A) was very high at 134 per month (range 1–300, SD 33). In four patients, the neurological examination was abnormal and included mental retardation. Two patients received VEEG only; in the remaining four, SEEG investigation was used to define the surgical targets better. Four patients had no subjective ictal manifestations and one experienced secondary generalized seizures. Status epilepticus was not reported, but repetitive seizures were present in 50% of the patients.

MRI findings
Anatomical lesions were identified in three patients (50%) with unremarkable MRI in the other three. Among the former, two had abnormalities similar to those observed in the TFCD patients; in the remaining case, focal hypoplasia of the fronto-temporal poles was identified, without significant signal alterations.

Surgery and outcome
The operation was on a temporal lobe in two patients, a frontal lobe in three (50%) and was bilobar, including a temporal lobe, in one (Fig. 4B). At least 1 year of follow-up is available in four patients: two are in class Ia, one in class III and one in class IV (Fig. 4C).

Taylor-type cortical dysplasia (TFCD)
Neuropathological characteristics
In addition to cortical laminar disorganization, giant neurones, dysmorphic neurones and ectopic neurones were observed in all 15 TFCD cases; balloon cells were observed in all but two cases. The latter were classified as TFCD based on the presence of the other anomalous cells, in accord with the original criteria of Taylor et al. (1971).

The neuropathological appearance of cortical tissue from these patients clearly differed from that of the other two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MRI diagnosis</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Histopathology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCD + HS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Comparison between MRI and histological findings in the 31 patients diagnosed with AD
groups. Laminar disorganization was more prominent (Fig. 3D) and the morphology of layer I differed from that observed in the other groups. In particular, the molecular layer was particularly thick but had reduced or normal cellularity. In most cases, cortical layering was absent or barely discernible, and the border between grey and white matter was indistinct due to the presence of numerous cells interspersed between the fibres of the white matter. Giant neurones and dysmorphic neurones were present throughout the cortex, with pyramidal-shaped giant cells more common in the upper half of the grey matter particularly just below layer I. In contrast, dysmorphic and giant oval-shaped neurones were more prominent in the lower part of the grey matter and at the border between grey and white matter. Giant neurones and dysmorphic neurones always immunostained intensely for neurofilaments and all took up Bielschowsky’s silver stain (Fig. 1D and E). Balloon cells, evident mainly at the grey–white matter junction (Fig. 1F), were also dispersed within the white matter, and in some patients were also present in the grey matter. The extent of gliosis appeared unrelated to the extent of cortical disruption, or to the numbers of giant neurones, dysmorphic neurones or balloon cells present.

Electroclinical data
For the eight males and seven females of this group, mean age at surgery was 19 years (range 2–35 years, SD 11), mean age of epilepsy onset was 6 years (range 0–22 years, SD 7) and mean disease duration was 13 years (range 2–27 years, SD 8). Febrile convulsions were reported in two patients; however, hippocampal sclerosis was not found on histological examination. Seizure frequency (Fig. 4A) was 97 per month (range 1–400, SD 100). Intellectual impairment was present in five patients (in one associated with mild contralateral hemiparesis) and there was language deficit in another.

Twelve patients (80%) underwent both VEEG and SEEG, while three received VEEG only. The interictal intracerebral electrical activity recorded by the intracerebral electrodes was in most cases characterized by total absence of background activity and a distinctive pattern of repetitive, high amplitude, fast spikes (Fig. 6), followed by high amplitude slow waves, interspersed by relatively flat periods. During drowsiness and slow sleep, fast spikes became more prominent, increased in frequency and tended to spread into contiguous non-lesional areas. During REM (rapid eye movement) sleep, there was a marked decrease in electrical abnormalities.

The ictal pattern, sometimes preceded by 2–3 s of fragmentation of the typical rhythmic interictal activity, was characterized by the usual low voltage fast activity. Such features were never observed in patients with AD or CD.

Subjective experience of seizures was reported in 10 patients (66%). Secondary generalization was reported in two (13%) patients only. Status epilepticus had occurred in two (13%) patients. Repeated and prolonged seizures were present in six (40%).

MRI findings
Nine (60%) of our TFCD patients had focal thickening of the cortex with blurring of the grey–white matter junction in association with increased signal intensity in the subcortical white matter on T2-weighted images (Fig. 7), sometimes (three cases) extending to the ventricle, and a decreased signal in the white matter on T1-weighted images. These findings are those reported as suggestive for TFCD by Bronen et al. (1997). The MRI lesions in these nine patients were always included within the epileptogenic zone indicated by
the electroclinical data. In another TFCD case, there was focal hypoplasia with hippocampal sclerosis, associated with mildly increased signal in T2-weighted FLAIR sequences, similar to the situation in AD patients. In the remaining five cases (33%), the MRI findings were unremarkable.

Surgery and outcome
Frontal corticectomy was performed in six patients (40%), temporal corticectomy in two (13%), and central and occipital corticectomies in one patient each. A bilobar intervention not including the temporal lobe was performed in one patient, while multilobar surgery was given to four patients (27%) and included a temporal lobe intervention in three (Fig. 4B). Twelve patients have a follow-up of >1 year: nine (75%) are class Ia (Fig. 4C), two class III and one class IV. In the three patients who are not seizure-free, the epileptogenic zone was not completely excised as it involved motor areas, language areas or both.

Discussion
Some forms of MCD have been clearly defined. This is not the case for FCDs, which are variously grouped, using disparate terminology based on a hotchpotch of genetic, clinical, imaging, histological and embryological criteria (Kuzniecky et al., 1991; Palmini et al., 1994; Mischel et al., 1995; Barkovich et al., 1996; Gambardella et al., 1996; Cotter et al., 1999).

Mischel et al. (1995) proposed a grading system for cortical dysplasia that attempted to correlate the time of the disruption with the severity of the disease. These authors identified nine microscopic abnormalities which they considered specific and easily recognizable, including polymicrogyria which is now recognized as a distinct form no longer classified among the FCDs. Another of their grading criteria was increased neuronal cellularity in the cortical molecular layer; however, in routine neuropathological examinations, this is usually indistinguishable from other criteria of Mischel grading, specifically remnants of the subpial granular layer and marginal glio-neural heterotopia.

In our series, increased layer I cellularity was found in 45% of patients in the AD group and never in TFCD. Furthermore, all patients with layer I alterations also presented other histopathological characteristics of AD and never presented aspects characteristic of CD, much less TFCD; thus, layer I alterations are not pathognomic for FCD. In fact, histological alterations of layer I were first described by Meencke (1985) in patients with generalized epilepsy, and given the name microdysgenesis. Subsequently, other forms of cortical dysplasia (affecting layers other than layer I) were also termed microdysgenesis. Later still, the term assumed an even wider significance, being used to refer to cortical dysplasia in general. The term microdysgenesis has therefore
become seriously misleading and is avoided in this classification.

As in the original paper by Taylor et al. (1971), most of the cortex samples from the patients we classified as TFCD were characterized by cortical laminar disorganization, cytoskeletal abnormalities and balloon cells. Only in two patients were balloon cells not found; however, the presence of the other histological characteristics permitted classification as TFCD. Patients in this category also differed from the others in terms of clinical characteristics, SEEG, MRI findings and post-surgical outcome. Thus, seizure frequency in TFCD was significantly greater \( (P = 0.042) \) than in AD (Fig. 4A), and the SEEG had a distinctive interictal pattern characterized by complete disruption of background activity, high frequency fast spikes and polyspikes, occasionally of high amplitude, interspersed by flattenings and fast lower amplitude activity (Fig. 6) (see also Tassi et al., 2000). In most TFCD patients, MRI revealed abnormal thickening of cortex, blurring of the grey–white matter junction and hyperintensity of subcortical white matter that were rarely observed in AD patients. However, no significant correlations were found between the presence or absence of these abnormalities and the electroclinical data, MRI findings or surgical outcome in this group, and no coherent subgroups were identified within the AD group.

Importantly, the electroclinical findings, imaging data and surgical outcome in AD differed from those in CD and TFCD. Seizure frequency was significantly lower \( (P = 0.04) \) in AD than TFCD, while the SEEG of AD and CD patients did not show the distinctive features observed in TFCD. The most distinctive MRI findings in AD were focal hypoplasia with reduced white matter core, in contrast to the signal alterations found in TFCD. Furthermore, AD usually was found in the temporal lobe, whereas in TFCD the lesions were mainly extratemporal. Nevertheless, the differences in age of onset, duration of seizure and MRI features between AD and TFCD were not statistically significant.

In the present study, the co-presence of dysplasia with hippocampal sclerosis (dual pathology) was lower than reported by Ho et al. (1998) and Kuzniecky et al. (1999). In their series, dual pathology was reported in 87–90%, with high proportions (57% in both series) presenting bilateral hippocampal or amygdala abnormalities. This difference is probably due to the fact that both of the above cited studies used a quantitative MRI-based method for the volumetric analysis of mesial temporal lobe structures; this technique can detect morphological alterations not revealed by the routine MRI used in the present study.

The frequent co-presence of ipsilateral hippocampal sclerosis and FCD, also reported by other authors (Raymond et al., 1994; Mitchell et al., 1999; Takahashi et al., 2000), lends credence to the suggestion of Falconer et al. (1964) that hippocampal sclerosis often is part of a more diffuse abnormality of the temporal lobe and is not due simply to febrile convulsions. Recent evidence from animal studies suggests that hippocampal sclerosis may be an
epilephenomenon arising from increased susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced seizures as a result of the presence of neuronal migration disorders in the temporal lobe (Germano et al., 1996; Fisher et al., 1998)

With regard to surgical outcome, a review of the literature published since 1971 (Sisodiya, 2000) indicated that only 38–40% of patients operated on for FCD achieve Engel class I one or more years after the operation. Outcomes in our AD patients (62% class I after at least a year of follow-up) were better than the average suggested by this review, while outcomes in the TFCD group were better still (75%). Although this difference was not significant (probably because few patients in either group had at least a year of follow-up), it does suggest that in AD patients the morphological abnormalities, epileptogenic zone or both were more extensive than indicated by the preoperative investigations.

In the absence of general agreement on FCD classification, findings from different groups are difficult to compare. However, recent data indicate that the best results are obtained if SEEG investigations guide the surgery (Chassoux et al., 2000; Tassi et al., 2001) rather than other methods such as subdural grids, electrocorticography or depth electrodes (Palmini et al., 1995, 1996; Olivier et al., 1996; Polkey, 1996; Yagishita et al., 1997). Note also that our study and that of Chassoux et al. (2000) gave surgical outcome as the proportion of seizure-free patients (54 and 43%, respectively, in Engel class Ia). Other series, however, gave the outcome in terms of the proportion in Engel class I, thus including patients still presenting some seizures.

Among the invasive presurgical procedures available, only SEEG allows mesial structures and intra-sulcal areas to be investigated. However, the utility of SEEG is limited because only a small volume is explored by the intracerebral electrodes, and the procedure is time consuming and expensive (Chassoux et al., 2000; Tassi et al., 2001).

Recent studies on the intrinsic organization of the dysplastic tissue in entities corresponding to AD and TFCD have shown that the GABAergic circuitry differs (Marco et al., 1996; Sprefico et al., 2000; Crino et al., 2001), indicating that the epileptogenic mechanisms in these two forms of dysplasia may differ fundamentally. This conclusion is reinforced further by the finding of the present study that the overall neuropathological, electroclinical and neuroimaging features of AD and TFCD are distinct, with a trend to a better prognosis in TFCD.

Our patients with CD had conspicuous cortical laminar disorganization associated with giant neurones. Dysmorphic neurones and balloon cells were absent. Thus the histopathological characteristics of this group were intermediate between those of AD and TFCD. However, there were too few patients in this group to provide a definitive or representative picture. Clinical features (age of seizure onset and seizure frequency) were similar to those of the TFCD group, while MRI signal alterations were not sufficiently different from those of the other groups to permit clear discrimination. However, EEG (or SEEG) characteristics did differ markedly from those of the TFCD group (but not the AD group), while surgical outcome was better than in the AD group. We expect that as more patients are examined, a more precise neuropathological definition of the CD group will emerge.

It is difficult to assess the utility of modern MRI in identifying FCD in patients for epilepsy surgery, mainly because reported series refer to patients selected for the presence of an MRI-visible lesion (Palmini et al., 1995, 1996; Olivier et al., 1996; Polkey, 1996). Even with high resolution MRI, cortical dysplasia often can be detected only by post-surgical histological examination (Yagishita et al., 1997; Ying et al., 1998; Sprefico et al., 1998; Tassi et al., 2001), and it has been estimated that ~25% of cases with refractory epilepsies have normal MRI (Li et al., 1995; Sisodiya, 2000).

Only seven of the 28 FCD patients in the series of Chassoux et al. (2000) received MRI. In one of these, nothing remarkable was found, while in three the histopathological abnormalities were more extensive than the MRI signal alterations. In the 13 cases presented by Tassi et al. (2001), 23% had normal MRI even though all had TFCD with balloon cells.

In our series, 34% had unremarkable high resolution MRI, a higher proportion than generally reported, and in most cases it was the VEEG or SEEG findings that provided information for defining the epileptogenic zone.

Even when MRI did reveal a lesion, the boundaries were not always well defined and were thus an imperfect guide to surgical resection. Furthermore, although in all patients in whom MRI revealed a lesion, this was involved in seizure onset as revealed by SEEG, in most cases the epileptogenic zone extended beyond the MRI lesion. This justifies our use of invasive SEEG and also our surgical approach which was to combine lesionectomy with corticectomy. The results in our TFCD and AD patients compared with those in other reported series seem to vindicate this approach (for references see Sisodiya, 2000).

While the presence of unresectable areas within the lesion or the epileptogenic zone limited the utility of surgical resection, the poor outcomes in some of our patients, particularly in the AD group, require comment. One possible explanation is that the anatomical or functional alteration extended beyond the lesion revealed by MRI or SEEG and was not removed. Another possibility is that, following surgical ablation of the leading or at least electroclinically evident epileptogenic zone, another zone that previously was silent or covered by the leading one could become evident or ‘switched on.’
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